
Warehouse Fulfillment Manager needed                                 
at Domaine Carneros! 

 
You may have passed by our winery or sipped a bit of Sparkling from our Chateau that 

overlooks the Carneros region.  Now imagine working here among a friendly and devoted 
staff and for a Company that values its employees and our Open Book Management 

concept. 
 

The Warehouse Fulfillment Manager is responsible for all warehouse operations, inventory 
and DTC fulfillment. This position oversees the staff and day to day operations of the 

warehouse, ensuring compliance, accuracy and our high quality standards of shipments for 
all consumer direct sales.  This role works closely with other departments to forecast the 

demand of product and supply and keenly focuses on continuous improvement of 
processes, systems and vendor relations to ensure that the most cost effective and efficient 
standard operating procedures are followed.  This position is responsible for maintaining 

license renewal for all DTC shipping states, label registration as required by state and serves 
as back-up for all winery DTC state compliance.  As the leader of the Fulfillment 

Department, this role trains and coaches their direct reports to success and actively 
demonstrates dedication to the career development of the entire Fulfillment team. 

 
Qualified candidates must have a minimum of 5 years’ progressive experience working in a 
shipping and receiving department and eventually into a leadership role; Have a valid CA 

driver’s license; Become forklift certified within first week from hire date; Be safety 
orientated; Have experience using UPS and Fed Ex software; Have excellent 

communication skills (both verbal and written) and experience that enables exceptional 
communication especially under stress; Have a high aptitude for attention to detail, 

organization, and meeting deadlines; And have experience accurately managing inventory 
and logistic systems, while possessing competency in the understanding and data mining of 

relevant and strategic information from such systems. 
 

So if you are interested in this role and joining an amazing team send your resume to 
resume@domainecarneros.com now! 


